A cell center, upwind biased, spatially third-order and temporally second-order finite volume procedure for solving the Maxwell the required n u m b of cells will be even greater. The massive volume of data processing for air vehicle signame prediction can be illustrated by the following simple estimate. In the case of a RCS simulation for a ten meter span a i r u a f t being illuminating by a gigahertz (1 x lo9 Hz) radar wave, the number of cells required will exceed 10, OOO in each ordinate. h r three-dimensional simulation.
the computational domain will contain around 1 x 10l2 cells (le x 104 x le). The data base of this computation will be proportional to this 3-D may. Since the governing equations consist of six dependent variables and three spatial independent variables with nine diredon cosines in a general curvilinear frame, a minimal 19 addressable memory units must be allocated for each individual cell. In practice, a two-step timeintegrationalgoritbmisfrequentlyused L4.71. Inorder to achieve higher vector performance, additional vector arrays 1 will have to be included in the computer program. The typical CBvI finite volume code will have addressable memory units as high as fifty per cell. Therefore for this RCS numerical simulation. the number of dependent variables is around SO trillion. The number of arithmetic operations required to process data at each time level will be i n the hundreds of trillions just to advance the temporal variation by one step. If multiple viewing angles are desired. the amount of computations is enormous. At the present. high numerical efficiency of CEM simulation procedures can be attained either by algorithmic improvements to solve the Maxwell equations or by using scalable high performance computing systems. Several algorithms for solving the Maxwell equations in the time domain, a hyperbolic partial differential equations system, have been transition& from the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to the CEM community [4.5,6,7. 81. These numerical procedures are characteristic-based methods which are derived from eigenvalue and eigenvector analyses. Since the characteristic formulation addresses the fundamental issues of numerical stability and well-posedness of initiaboundary value problems, drasticimprovements innumerical &ciency and accuracy havebeen reported inCEM simulations L1.4.61. The theoretical approach to the eigenvalue and eigenvector analyses also has limitation, in that the coefficient m a h x of the governing equation can only be diagonalized one dimension at a time. However the basically one-dimensional in time and space diagonalization approach does not impose a fundamental limit in their application to CEM [S,6.81. The simple fact lies in a salient feature of the electromagnetic wave propagation, in that the diredion of wave motion is always laown to be the outer product of the electric and magnetic field intensity, E x H [91. Therefore. a local mesh system can always be consmcted to align with the principal axis of wave motion. In principle. the inherent dilemma of solving an initial value problem as a boundary value problem on a finite memory size computer can be eliminated F5.6.71. In this regard the characteristic-based formulation satisfies the compatibility condition at the farfeld boundary ratha than using the approximated absorbing boundary conditions [10,111. In fact, both finite difference 161 and finite volume [71 have successfully simulated an oscillating electric dipole. These numerid solutions generated by the characteristic-based method show no indication of reflecting waves from numerical boundaries C6. 71. Particularly, the finitevolume computation has attained a data processing rate of 580 m o p s on a single Cray C90 processor at an averaged vector length of 84.4 [12] . In spite of that, the rate of data processing is still insufficient for engineering applications. In the present investigation, the cell center. upwind biased finite volume scheme design to solve the three-dimensional Maxwell equations in the time domain is mapped onto the Intel Delta and the Paragon distributed memory computers.
The finite volume procedure has an added dimension for applications to scaterrers of arbitrary shape than the finite difference scheme that implemented earlier [151. The present procedure was developed on a general milinear frame [71.
and can be used to simulate a wide range of complex shape of scatters [121. The strategy for conment computation is the same as developed by the earlier efforts [13, 14, 151 .
The basic approach is based on a one-dimensional domain partition approach outlined in our earlier effort. The present efp . isfocusedtoseekthelimitationofsdableperformance of1~ahitevolumeprocedureand toenlarge theperformance envelope, if at all possible.
Numerical Algorithm
The time-dependent Maxwell equations for elecaomagnetic field can be given as [91
where e and p are the electric permittivity and the magnetic pameablity whichrelatetheelectricdisplacemt to theelecUic field intensity and magnetic 5ux density to the magnetic field intensity respectively. n e governing equations. (1) 
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where V deootes the discretized cell volume of the transformed coordinates and is identical to the inverse Jacobian of the coordioate transformation [7.12] .
The above system of equations is solved by disaetiang the physical space into contiguous elemenmy cells and by balancing all 5ux vectors on the control faces of the cell. There fore io discretized form, the integration proQdure degener- There is no fundamental architectural differences between the two Intel systems, but hardware enhancements have been made to the computational node and MRC of the Paragon W/S system. It may be interesting to point out that the enhancement to the data shipping rate is greater than the data processing rate of the Paragon system. As a consequence, a higher performance than 25 percent may be anticipated. On the other hand, the operating systems are significantly different from each other, but the developed software is still transportable from one system to other. Only minor changes of code that was developed on the Delta system was needed to operate on the Paragon system. The system information of the two-dimensional mesh partition to take advantage of the immediately adjacent nodes priority on the Delta system is not currently available for the Paragon. The Paragon operating system OSF/l is Unix l i e , and written by the Open Systems Foundation (0%') and Intel [24J.
The OSF/1 operating system provides the virtual memory capability that in turn also consumes considerable memory, and at present the performance is not necessarily optimal.
is not a production system. In this regard, the tuning information obtained from the Paragon system is still subject to . . continuous improvements.
Domain Decomposition Strategy
The data structure partdon is the first The parallel computing efficiency of the finite difference code is thoroughly verified, therefore is adopted for a base of comparison [151. Calculations on the (node x 96 x 96 grid system, the largest scalable dimension. were carried on both the Delta and the Paragon systems. In Figure 2 . a set of timing results from the Delta System and two sets timing results from the Paragon system are given. The two sets of the Paragon data reflect the greater sensitivity of data execution rate to options of compiler. The slower rate (the longer period of computation) produced by the Paragon system was generated with neither vector operation nor compiling optional enhancements. yielding a data rate only 46.13 percent to that of the Delta system. The results from Paragon with vector operation enhancement indicate a significant improvement and show a data rate of 14.2 m o p s per node. The recorded data processing rate is nearly identical to that of the Delta sytem. operating under the identical condition. From this comparison. a similarly scalable parallel performance of the fractional step algorithm is established for the Paragon system. The degradation of conanrent computations is 3.1 and 3.8 percent over the full complement of nodes available (5 12 nodes on Delta, 179 nodes on Paragon) for both systems respectively. The issue of non-scalability of VO on distributed memory computers is well known [13.14,151 and is revealed by the presentation of Egure 3. The period of timerequired to output computed results on tapes and disks are given in seconds. only the fastest and the slowest timing data are included. For both systems. the UO performance degraded rapidly as the number of nodes in use was inaeased. and the relationship is almost linearly proportional to thenumber of nodes used. The operating system of the Paragon multicomputer is presently under constant upgrading. Thus the level of performance is not consistent. The present VO data scattering band is much greater than that of theDelta system. In all, the timingresults demonstrated that the VO orm man^ are not scalable for both systems. This issue should remain as a pacing item for research in concurrent computing. The validation of numerical simulations was performed on a (24 x 24 x 48) and a (48 x 48 x 96) mesh systems. AU calculations were first carried out on the Cray C916/16256 computer. On the higher cell density grid. the average v etor length for all operations was 34.69. and achieved a data processing rate of 396.36 MFlops. In order to alleviate the aggregated UO time required from both the distributed memory systems and the significant slow downof thenon-scalable performance. only selective planes of concurrent results were compared with thevalidation data generated by thecray computer. However, thenumerical results generated by the Delta system were verified only for the coarse mesh. The finer mesh numerical simulations werenot obtainableon theDelta system, because the CPU timerequired by non-scalable computations became prohibitive. For the cases considered. all numerical solutions generated by both sytems are identical within the order of the truncation mor. In Figure 4 , time evolution of the electric field intensity of an oscillating dipole is sampled at a fixed point in space. This point is defined by the spherical coordinates (T = 0.4. 
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The direct comparison with theory indicates an excellent agreement. Now, the verification of parallel version of the computer program for solving the Maxwell equations in time domain is considered complete for the present purpose.
Timing Results
For the present investigation, the period of times needed for program initiation and YO function consists of a relatively a small fraction of the total computing reswce, and the VO problem is well known. The timing information is thus focused on only the time required for computations and recorded for the bare minimum sampling period. The opaating system of the Paragon multicomputers is still in the shakedown stage. Althoughattentionhas been paid to ensure repeatable paformanes for thedatacollection procedure.the timing results must be regarded as p r e l i i a r y information. A substantial improvement of performance is anticipated, after operating system enhancements are installed.
In Figure 8 , the timing data of the baseline Figure 10 depids the scalability of the upwind biased finitevolume scheme mapped onto the Paragon system by the 1D do& decomposition strategy. Fw the mesh system of (nodes x 24 x 48). theparallel efficiency, normalized by the timing data obtained from 24node computation, suffered a 15.6 percent degradation at 179-node configuration. Simi1arly.theresultsfromtheenrichedmesh attained84.3 percent pardel efficiency over the full range of available nodes. Unfortunately. the absolute limit of scalable performance of the present implementation is still undetermined at the present time.
Conclusions
The upwind biased finite volume scheme has been successfully implemented on both the Intel Touchstone Delta and Paragon W/S multi-computers by a onedimensional domain decomposition strategy.
"he preliminary timing results indicate that the Paragon systemcangeoeratea34.84percenthigherdatap~singrate for the upwind biased finite volume algorithm than that of the Delta system. The data processing rate is estimated to be about 19.92 Megaflops per node. Most importantly, the wider commnnication bandwidth of the Mesh Routing Chip (MRC) and the operating system of the Paragon system permit a greater range of scalable performance of the present numerical scheme. The extended capability allows four times greater number of cells to be processed efficiently. Continuous research for a better data structure partitioning for parallel computing is still urgently needed. 
